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Brothers, Sheila C

From: Farrell, Herman
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 4:23 PM
To: McCormick, Katherine; Brothers, Sheila C
Cc: Liberato, Ana S
Subject: Proposed Changes in MA and PhD programs in Sociology
Attachments: Change in Masters of Sociology March 24th 2017.pdf; Change in Sociology PhD 

Program March 24th.pdf; Minutes of SAASC Mtg 10 13 17.docx

The SAASC convened on Friday, October 13, 2017 to consider two proposals from the Department of 
Sociology:  

1. a proposal to modify the MA program requirements to make them identical to the first two years of
the doctoral program, to no longer accept students into the MA‐only program, and to provide that
students who enter the doctoral program without having earned an MA will earn an MA at the end of
their second year upon successful completion of requirements listed in the proposal; and

2. a proposal to streamline the MA/PhD process by making the MA program and the first two years of the
PhD program identical, with the aim of preparing doctoral students to complete the post‐qualifying
portion of the program (proposal, research, writing, defense) more quickly by improving the pre‐
qualifying exam course preparation and assessment process.

Rationale: 

During the Sociology Department’s last 5 year review, the external review committee recommended elimination 
of the MA program, noting that the program was draining resources from the department and they further 
recommended that financial resources and faculty time should focus on the improvement of the PhD program. 
Subsequently, the faculty determined that they would streamline their curriculum and financial support 
mechanism so as to support a fewer number of higher quality students for a longer period of time. In order to 
accomplish that, it was decided to eliminate the MA-only option and only admit applicants into the PhD 
program. These proposals modify the MA program and simultaneously streamline the MA/PhD process. 

Discussion: 

The committee discussed the proposals and asked questions of Dr. Ana Liberato, the current DGS of the 
Sociology Department. It was noted that there were some clerical errors in the Change Masters Degree Program 
Form – course numbers listed in the form did not align with the supporting letter describing the proposal for 
modifying the MA program. 

Vote: 
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A motion was offered by Kevin Donohue that the SAASC recommend that the University Senate approve the 
MA Proposal and the PhD Proposal, with the understanding that a correction to the Change Masters Degree 
Program Form (for proper course numbers) would be included in the proposal as it goes forward. 

  

The motion was seconded. And after brief discussion the chair called the question. The committee voted 8 in 
favor, 0 opposed and 1 abstaining. Brad Hubbard, as an ex-officio member did not cast a vote. 

  

Subsequently, Dr. Liberato submitted a corrected Change Masters Degree Form to the chair that correctly 
aligned with the proposal for modifying the MA program. That revised Change Masters Degree Form, including 
its original signature page and memo from the Graduate Council is included in the attached set of proposals. 

 

Herman Farrell 

Chair, SAASC 

  

Herman Daniel Farrell III
Chellgren Endowed Professor

Associate Professor - Playwriting
University of Kentucky
Department of Theatre
138 Fine Arts Building

Lexington, Kentucky 40506
www.hermandanielfarrell3.com/






































